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Thordan ex guide

Below is a full competency list for this stage: Spoiler Spiral Pierce Show: Some party members are tied to knights standing in the center of the arena to take damage. Damage is determined close to the center point. Dimensional decay: AoE, a land that grows bigger and grows bigger and deals higher damage. Hiemal Storm: Some party members will see ice markers over their
heads, and over time, the ground ao grass will be placed in their location to deal ice damage. Faith Immobility: Knockback Attack. Holy Meteor: Place an orange mark to target players and deal damage to players and everyone within a small radius around them. Heavy Impact: The 3rd floor ground aoE that will explode three times will be stunned and moderately damaged. Askalon's
Light: Minor damage to knock. Ultimate: Mitigation is required to deal very high damage to all party members determined by Thordan's Knight's Limited Break. After it is stacked in the center, people decide in advance where they will go to handle the dynamics. Normally a spiral pierced player (rope) moves to Area A (west) and hiemal storm player moves to C (east). The spiral
pierced tether appears first. So it's safe to say that without a rope, you'll be the target of hiemal storm (ice) markers. At the end of this mechanic, you want to go to the center as soon as possible for a non-stop (knockback), but you must wait for the damage to collapse to resolve first. Knockback moves to the edge of the stadium, so check where you want to knock on the safe zone.
After that, each party member can choose a small meteor and dps, and the therapist heals the chosen party members as a prey target to the head (holy meteor). You need to deal with heavy shocks while doing all this. If a small meteorite disappears, you can eat a large meteorite. After the meteor is down, stack in the middle and continue on the north run to fight knocking in the light
of Ascalon. Healers should be prepared for the ultimate big relief. Normally it can be handled by adlochium + tactical placement or type. Tip: It's generally ok to leave one small meteorite so that DPs can start damaging large meteorites more quickly. This could be a way for some party members to kill large meteorites if they are weakened or killed by a previous mechanic. Typically,
all meteorites are best stored in the final stage of Thordan Ex, the next step, so you can kill them without using the main DPS cooldown stop. 260 weeks ago, Sakamoto Paurusien Skipy's farewell ballad in the content page discussion: A typical talent for decoration in the reigning trial of Todan, the wandering Minstrel has produced another touching epic in a confrontation with Aziz
Rawa. The last verse still rings in the room of your heart, and the memory of that Titanic struggle occurs once again with almost surreal clarity... Enemies: Only 8 players (no role requirements) class: War Apprentice or Magic. 2 2 2 4 Tomestone 20 Item Type iLvl Requirements Statistics Archbishop Tordan VII Card Triple Triad Card &amp;
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0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 07:28 #1 Skill Set: Spoiler: Absolute Conviction AoE Damage (~12k) Ancient Kwa AoE Stadium Damage Damage Damage To All Players In AoE Stadium. Askalon's power front simultaneousdamage axalon's mercy ground
target attack is generated in the form of a graduation cylinder in the form of five pizza sliced belief towers. The player must stand inside until the conviction damage is to avoid AoE damage + paralyzing weakening effect. T13 Megaflare Tower: Dimension Decay Players grant divine rights to target increasing ground attacks, enhancing the eye stacking of attack or defensive buff
dragons, inflicting market damage on the dragon's eyes, inflicting hysteria and one stack of vulnerabilities. Avoid this by facing away from Tordan. [T7 PetriAction] Dragon Glory Goes Hysterical One vulnerability stack. Outside the arena, Dragon Eye (See: Dragon Eye Stage) [T7 Petrifaction] Dragon Fury inflicts high damage that can be split between the knight's heaven heel high
damage tank buster and cumulative party members [T9 Thermionic Beam] faith moving knockback. Heavensflare's three-ball groundball attack protrudes to the edge of the stadium [Catfish Flame] Skyward Leap, but has no markers. Jump landing on a triangular formation near the center of the stadium. The Heavy Impact Triple Pac-Man Face explodes the innermost piece, the
second, and the outerpiece third. When a player is attacked, they are stunned. Hiemal storms represent targets with blue icons. Deals damage to players and anyone within a small radius around them. Leaves a ground effect that deweakens the frostbite (which can be removed). [Shiva Hail Storm] The Holy Damage Holy Blade Dance of Holy AoE ropes two players together with a
single target tank buster holy chain. Run apart from each other to remove them. The [Bolt Chain] holy meteor places an orange mark and deals damage to players and people within a small radius around the player, and the selected player [T10 Electric] Lightning Storm represents the target with a purple icon. Player [Lamu Thunderstorm] [AS4 Seed of the Sky] Pure Soul AoE
Damage (~10k) Divine Cross Damage that deals damage to people within a small radius around meteorite land target attacks depends on placing a blue marker on Zephyrin's remaining HP [T13 Evil Eye] Skyword Jump. Deal increased damage in close proximity to the displayed player. Spear of Rage attacks from the knight to the player stunned by the Holy Shield bash. Serious
damage to the first player and moderate damage to subsequent players. It weakens the weakness that prevents healing from affecting players who suffer. [T10 Wild Charge] Spiral Pierce places a rope between the knight and the player of choice. Damage a single line from the knight to the tether player. Closer to the knight, the damage will increase. Charges for knocking players
outside the spiral thrust arena. [Diving Bomb] Askalon knocks out the ultimate damage based on the light of minor damage and the numerical value of the limit brake bar (see duty encounter) Step 1: The Power of Tordan Askalon's Power Methyleaaskalon's Mercy Dragon's Mytinlight Storm dragon's Wrath ancient Kwagaron's Wrath Ancient Kwasalon's Wrath Ancient Kwakah
Scalaron's Wrath Ancient Kwalon's Wrath Of The Ancient Kwakah Skarlon's Wrath Of The Mighty Heavenly Spon Dragon's Power Heavenly Mighty Spon Dragon's Power Heavenly My elati a heel. Step 2: Sharibert, Hermenost, Zephyrin [follow 70% HP/Heaven Heels] Holy Chainhavensflare Sacred Cross Spiral Thrust 3x Stacked in the center You can easily break the chain. If the
convicted tower is covered with sky flames, wait for the sky flame to explode before entering the tower. The period of the Holy Cross Cast Bar is about 20 generations. If you don't burn him fast enough, the damage won't ko, so it's a good idea to save the standby interruption for the next step. After the sacred cross, throw the Medica II/side helios/sukor and move it to the position for
spiral thrust. For easy spiral thrust maneuvers, see this thread: Step 3: Adelfel and Janlenus Sacred Right Caldei Sacred Right Sky Triple + Holy Bladedance Nova Right Holly Holliday's Holy Slash Holly Holly will be added or roped. Divine rights can add attack bonuses (knives) or defensive bonuses (shields) respectively. All DPS must attack the added sword. Additional knives
should stack up with cooldown interruptions (e.g. revenge + inner beasts) or use sacred land/living dead/home steel. After the first holy blade dance preemptively raided Medica II/Suco/Side Helios. When a Skyword leap occurs, DPS must be spread to a predetermined location. A healer must watch the tank because the celestial slash is caused by Skyward Leap damage. Holy of
the Holy Skyword will follow the divine Skyword leap, so make sure the raid has enough HP 4 steps: Ignase, Polerelane, Belguin, Greenno, Howenet, and Gerig Spiral Pierce + Dimension Collapse + Himal Storm Faith Moving Holy Meteor Heavy Impact 2x moves the second stack to the center of the akalon's light and once collapse. Ideally, the tether player moves in the opposite
direction of the article. But it's ok to go to the edge of the stadium unless you clip another party member. You can organize this step by assigning two members to NE, SE, SW, and NW. After spiral piercings and himal storms, stack in the center for knocking back. Do not melt in the statue puddle. Take monent to remove the statue from the afflicted party members. If you use AoE
HoT and imprison raids, you can focus on herd DPS instead of raids. Players selected for holy meteors should not stand close to each other. If you stand near the knights in the stadium, you will be able to easily reach the sweet spot of heavy impact. If The Light of Ascallon and Ultimate's Light do not deal much damage, they will prevent the attack. Step 5: Wrath of the Dragon's
Aiaskalon Power Holy Shield Bashpier Fury + Heavenly Hilldragon's Gaze + Dragon's Glory Ancient Kwa faces North. Dragon's Eye generates a literal Dragon Eye outside the arena. To avoid hysteria in dragon's gaze/glory, don't look at both this dragon child and Thordan. Holy Shield Bash + Window of Rage works the way T10 was allegedly charged, but Holy Shield Bash is aimed
at therapists. As in T10, the tank of rage has a stop window to standby. If this attack attacks any party member of the KO, the Sacred Cross Raid. After a spear of anger, do not heal the raid (they have weaknesses). Instead, set mt from the heels of the heavens to heal and avoid the dragon's gaze/glory. Once this happens, the fragile buff must be worn and can heal the raid in
preparation for the ancient Quaga. Step 6: Convicted Dragon's Eye Dragon's Eye Dragon's Gaze + Dragon's Glory Belief + Heavy Shock Dimension Collapse Beliefs Immobile + Dragon's Fury Askalon's Power Faces Towards the Eyes of Thordan Dragon. The tricky part for most people is to deal with conviction + heavy shocks while avoiding the dragon gaze. The trick here is to
know the sequence. Think of a heavy impact as follows: an explosion with the gaze of the dragon (don't cover the belief tower here until after the dragon's gaze/glory) and the explosion with a mid-conviction (even if you get damaged from a heavy impact here, even if you're damaged by a heavy impact, the belief tower covered here) - explodes on the outside (you don't have to
worry about covering the tower when this part of Pacman is activated), after the collapse, has the wrath of the dragon's wrath. Stack after knockback. Step 7: Lightning Storm Dragon's Eye Lightning Storm Spiral Thrust + Spiral Pierce + Skyword Leap 1x + Tank him near the edge of The Dragon's Furious Face Thordan towards Dragon Eye. During lightning storms, you can search
for spiral thrust (diving bomb) knights outside the circle, avoiding clipping other party members. Move The Tordan if you are in the path of spiral thrust. After the lightning storm, you will be one of the following: The Show for Dragon Fury (Arrow) skyword jump (blue) display for spiral pieces (rope) displaydragon fury + unmarked Dragon's Fury + stacks in the main tank that is not
shown. Skyword Leap Mark players must run across the raid (safe if moving The Thordan to a safe location). Tether players must avoid both spiral thrust and skyword jump players (to avoid spiral piercing damage + To avoid Skyword Leap damage). Step 8: The Power of The Holy Chain Dragon's Eye Ascallon's Power Holy Meteor + The Star of the Holy Chain Dragon + Dragon's
Glory Heri Heavenly Storm + The Mercy of Askalon's Ancient Quaga Face Thordan Dragon's Eyes. There is a PT stack in the center before the mechanic leaves. Do not break the holy chain or spread it for holy meteors and face the direction of Thordan. If it helps, assign the player a direction to run in relation to Tordan (of course, no one will be assigned to run to him because it
causes the dragon's gaze/glory. For example, players can be assigned to go to the left vertical, right vertical or straight in relation to Thordan. Kill, but we had to do this for a while to pull one. Heaven's Leap seems to be a moderate AoE damage. . The damage of pure soul and absolute conviction must take the raid to the best of the world before it is activated. While channeling the
sacred cross, the small band has a rope and stops the damage, so burn the zephyr in quickly to prevent wiping. Unlike the previous sacred cross, this seems to hit hard if he is not dpsed quickly. If there is a limited break, lb3 is recommended for charging sacred crosses. Remember to escape the next Dragon Gaze/Glory. Full video:spoiler: 2015-11-10 07:47 #2 2015-11-10 08:12
#3 All information on the murder has been added. Proceed with the frog video to add information about the next step. Enjoy. 2015-11-10 08:17 #4 there's more to step 7. An article is created that makes The Tordan inscathed and instills AOE damage. You have to kill the article. I didn't live past this. 2015-11-10 09:45 #5 paladins are really strong in this fight, and most of the damage
is physical and small dps tests make heavy relief really good. Also in the last stage the first dragon's eye is always north, after which one can randomly generate anywhere. There are also 1 direction you can see away so it is better to move the boss over dragon eyes. 2015-11-10 10:15 #6 did you drop a token like Lavana? 2015-11-10 10:37 #7 2015-11-10 10:47 #8 so is it actually
fun? Have you missed a DPS race? 2015-11-10 11:19 #9 originally published by AlatorTGN so is it actually fun? Have you missed a DPS race? I miss what I actually need to do well in mechanics and learn to DPS through them. The fight doesn't require it, which is very easy compared to high-tier raid content. But it's no surprise. 2015-11-10 11:43 #10 is there a mechanic who



weakens the ultimate like any other raw, or is it not that difficult? 2015-11-10 11:49 #11 how you evaluate it compared to savages and other tests (would be cool if you failed mechanic and hit 9,999x13 like FF7 XD). I think it's the hardest thing to adjust to Ramu and Lava/team work checks. But Lava and Lamu both did a DPs check, and this is not ? 2015-11-10 12:04 #12 will
evaluate it compared to other trials with Savage how you can't do it until it was originally published by Katlan. I think it's the hardest thing to adjust to Ramu and Lava/team work checks. But Lava and Lamu both did a DPs check, and this is not ? I can't do it until later tonight and it's a little more solid mechanic than the actual dps and a real dps and a 3S (high dps make this fight
much easier tho). 2015-11-10 12:07 #13 A3S is a stop gate for 97% of the player base, which is a pretty bold statement. But it sounds fun, as the Texans will be a fun challenge for most groups across the #14 tonight 2015-11-10 12:10 and expect to do it. Quite pumped when I got home, it would also be nice not to have to use a vidot for weapons on the Alts 2015-11-10 12:14
originally posted #15 Katlan considers the A3S a stop gate for 97% of the player base of a pretty bold statement. But it sounds funny, expecting to do it later tonight and even if one person dies a group swipe at that moment, there's also a mechanic who needs to set the rules for what you should do at some point to prevent death, it gets really hard as a weakness (still can be done
with them). 2015-11-10 12:50 #16 If you die of group wipes at this moment originally published by Eludi, there is also a mechanism to set rules on what to do at some point to prevent death (still be with them). Do you care elaborate? 2015-11-10 12:59 #17 originally published by Elaborate Taint Care? It was originally posted by Eludi in the t10 mechanic who explained that if
someone dies during the 2015-11-10 13:10 #18 the person who carried out the attack hit aoe room wide 90k + damage disbursing it and one person who explained that if someone dies during that, the person performing a room wide 90k + Ahh. Thanks. We are going to the platoon tonight instead of Alexander. My group is on the rocks so nothing helps to soften the run later! 2015-
11-10 14:13 #19 originally published by Catlan how savage and other trials will be evaluated. I think it's the hardest thing to adjust to Ramu and Lava/team work checks. But Lava and Lamu both did a DPs check, and this is not ? Personally, the mechanics are very simple as you don't get to do it until later tonight. Turning your gaze? Simple. Standing in the tower? Simple. Avoid
protruding land AoEs? Simple. But when you combine these dynamics, you'll find that the challenges are different in that you're learning to adjust the dynamics and prioritize them. The key to this encounter is knowing what you're processing and when it's being processed. AS3 does not offer the same challenge sequentially because most dynamics are not fatal (exceptions are
Protean&gt; Sluice). The challenge of AS3 is that these dynamics must meet dps/healing/tanking standards during the weeks of progress during AS3 difficult. I think this fight will not be a bottleneck because those DPS/healing/tanking tests are not strict. As long as you can continue typing in the instance and practicing dynamics, you can see progress. When introducing
DPS/Healing/Tanking testing, a lot of preparation is done outside the raid and it's too tricky to do this type of homework (too busy with RL), for raid teams that aren't interesting or have a quick encounter (they don't know what to do). I think this is the real reason you see such a downturn in the barbarians and i think you probably won't witness that problem in this encounter. Original
post #20 updated at 07:15 07:15 2015-11 YouTube through my clips for each section atm.
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